In Memory of
Lance Corporal FRED NUTTALL
3779372, 13th Bn., The King's Regiment (Liverpool)
who died age 22 on 01 May 1943
Son of Isaac and Ada Nuttall, of Longton, Lancashire.
Remembered with honour
RANGOON MEMORIAL

Commemorated in perpetuity by
the Commonwealth War Graves Commission

Name: NUTTALL, FRED

Initials: F

Nationality: United Kingdom

Rank: Lance Corporal

Regiment/Service: The King's Regiment (Liverpool)

Unit Text: 13th Bn.

Age: 22

Date of Death: 01/05/1943

Service No: 3779372

Additional information: Son of Isaac and Ada Nuttall, of Longton,
Lancashire.

Casualty Type: Commonwealth War Dead

Grave/Memorial Reference: Face 5.

Memorial: RANGOON MEMORIAL

RANGOON MEMORIAL
Country: Myanmar

Locality: unspecified

Location Information: The Rangoon Memorial is situated in Taukkyan War
Cemetery, which is about 35 kilometres north of Yangon (formerly Rangoon). The
cemetery is on PY1 Road (formerly Prome Road), about 15 kilometres from the
airport and can be easily seen from the road.

Historical Information: The RANGOON MEMORIAL bears the names of almost
27,000 men of the Commonwealth land forces who died during the campaigns in
Burma (now Myanmar) and who have no known grave. The memorial stands in
TAUKKYAN WAR CEMETERY, which is the largest of the three war cemeteries in
Burma. It was begun in 1951 for the reception of graves from four battlefield
cemeteries at Akyab, Mandalay, Meiktila and Sahmaw which were difficult to access
and could not be maintained. The last was an original 'Chindit' cemetery containing
many of those who died in the battle for Myitkyina.
The graves have been grouped together at Taukkyan to preserve the individuality of
these battlefield cemeteries. Burials were also transferred from civil and cantonment
cemeteries, and from a number of isolated jungle and roadside sites. Because of
prolonged post-war unrest, considerable delay occurred before the Army Graves
Service were able to complete their work, and in the meantime many such graves had
disappeared.
However, when the task was resumed, several hundred more graves were retrieved
from scattered positions throughout the country and brought together here. The
cemetery now contains 6,374 Commonwealth burials of the Second World War, 867
of them unidentified.
In the 1950s, the graves of 52 Commonwealth servicemen of the First World War
were brought into the cemetery from the following cemeteries where permanent
maintenance was not possible: Henzada (1); Meiktila Cantonment (8); Thayetmyo
New (5); Thamakan (4); Mandalay Military (12) and Maymyo Cantonment (22).
Taukkyan War Cemetery also contains: The TAUKKYAN CREMATION
MEMORIAL commemorating more than 1,000 Second World War casualties whose
remains were cremated in accordance with their faith.
The TAUKKYAN MEMORIAL which commemorates 45 servicemen of both wars
who died and were buried elsewhere in Burma but whose graves could not be
maintained.

No. of Identified Casualties: 26856

The following is taken from the bbc.co.uk/peopleswar web-site covering the period when Lance
Corporal Fred Nuttall was killed, possibly giving a history similar to what L/Cpl Nuttall
experienced.
It is listed as ‘A Highland Chindit’ by Alasdair Sutherland
Duncan Cameron Menzies was born in Adelaide Australia, son of Duncan and Joan Menzies of
Adelaide, South Australia. Joan Menzies was a native of Torrisdale in Skerray (Skerray is a small
village in the North West Highlands of Scotland), who emigrated to live in Australia before the
outbreak of the Second World War.
Duncan Cameron Menzies was at college in Australia in 1939 when war with Nazi Germany broke
out in Europe, he finished his college years becoming the Rhodes Scholar for South Australia. The
(Cecil) Rhodes Scholarship was awarded to the top college student for the year in Australia; other
winners of this top award have become Australian Prime Ministers and top government officials.
In early 1940 Duncan Menzies sailed from Australia to join the British Army and fight in the war,
he came to Skerray on holiday when he first arrived in Britain to visit his mother’s family in
Torrisdale. He left Skerray to enlist as a commissioned officer in the Black Watch and was sent for
officer training, to Sandhurst Military College.
He joined the 2nd Battalion Black Watch as it was on route for Tobruk in North Africa in the
summer of 1941. He was one of five officers in the battalion at that time and became second in
command of ‘D’ Company under Captain Boyle, the battalion was soon in the thick of the fighting
Tobruk was cut off in 1941, re-supply was carried out from the sea as the German Afrika Corps and
the Italian Army had laid siege to the town for months. The British and Australian garrison came
under constant air and ground attack, the record was 21 air raids in one day. The Black Watch were
placed on the left flank at Tobruk in a position called ‘the Tiger’, holding the line in face of heavy
German tank and infantry attacks.
In February 1942 the Black Watch was relieved at Tobruk and moved by sea to a rest camp in Syria
before being sent to India. The battalion arrived in Bombay on the SS ‘Mauritania’, the Black
Watch then moved to Decca for jungle warfare training.
The Japanese Army was now at the gateway to India and the British Army was waiting for the
invasion they knew would come. Superior Japanese forces had pushed the British back from
Malaya and Burma, the enemy now stood poised on the border ready to attack at the end of long
supply routes. The British Generals now had some breathing space to try and train British troops in
jungle warfare ready for the fight back.
The 2nd Black Watch was taken off jungle warfare training and sent to the town of Ranchi in the
state of Bihar to help maintain public order. The British troops now became involved in civil unrest,
as some of Indian people began to campaign against British rule seeing the Japanese Forces as
liberators coming to free them from Colonial Rule.
On the 16th of October 1942 a heavy monsoon storm blew up causing heavy damage to British
units in its path, ‘C’ Company of the 2nd Black Watch was at a ferry crossing near Rasalpur. The
Company Commander soon saw the tide hit the high mark and tried to swim to warn his men to get

on high ground. His attempt to swim across failed, as did an attempt to move all his men to safety
on the sea wall.
Lieutenant Duncan Menzies who had been trapped by high water on a hillock until 1pm then joined
the Company Commander. Lieutenant Menzies tried on a number of occasion to reach the sea wall
but was driven back and the trapped soldiers were left exhausted, hungry and soaked through,
clinging to a strip of road until the storm died down.
For his exploits and bravery in trying to move his men to safety during the monsoon storms on the
16th of October 1942, Lieutenant Duncan Cameron Menzies was awarded the Military Cross.
In July 1942, Brigadier Orde Wingate raised the 77th Indian (Long Range Penetration) Brigade, a
force to be trained in jungle fighting and to raid across the border into Burma. The force was called
the Chindits from the Burmese word for lion (Chinthe) and was a totally new concept of warfare.
The Chindits were to move around behind the Japanese lines destroying their supply lines, railway
systems and ammunition depots before returning to India.
Duncan Menzies volunteered for service with the Chindits in early 1943 and was attached to the
13th Battalion Kings Regiment (Liverpool), this battalion was made up from Liverpool dock
workers, nearly all were married men with an average age of thirty-three. The 13th Kings suffered
heavy losses during Chindit training; the losses were made up by attaching volunteers from other
battalions to meet the shortfalls.
The 13th Battalion Kings Regiment formed number two column of the Southern group in the
Chindit expedition, under the command of Lt-Colonel L. A. Alexander. The 2nd Burma Rifles in
command of Lt-Colonel L.G. Wheeler was the reconnaissance element, each column containing
400 men in the lines of an Infantry Company. All the columns heavy equipment was carried by
mules with the Vickers machine-guns, mortars, ammunition, food and radios carried in baskets on
the animals back. Each column was to be re-supplied weekly from the air by Dakota transport
planes, any men wounded who could not be carried by the columns were to be left behind.
The Chindits trained near Saugor in an area of jungle similar to that found in Burma, the 13th Kings
practiced long route marches in the pouring rain. Casualties were heavy as a number of men caught
malaria; parties of the Kings men were drowned as they slept, when the river they were camped
beside flooded.
On the 10th of February 1943 two Chindit columns consisting of 3,200 men and 1,100 mules
crossed the Chindwin River at two points and entered Japanese held Burma. The first contact with
the enemy came at Maingnyaung on the 18th, when Japanese patrols ambushed the Chindit column
as it left a bivouac area.
The Chindits attacked a railway and a road west of the town of Pinbon on 1st of March, they then
moved on and destroyed the bridge at Bonyaung. Both columns marched on towards the Irrawaddy
River, crossing the Irrawaddy with 2,000 men and 1,000 mules on March 15th. There were now
thousands of Japanese soldiers trying to find the Chindits and a number of valuable bridges had
been destroyed; Brigadier Wingate’s men were carrying out the job they had been trained for.
Once the columns had crossed the Irrawaddy they found themselves operating in increasingly
difficult and hostile terrain as they constantly fought off more and more Japanese patrols. The

enemy was able to use tanks on the jungle tracks and the Chindits having no anti tank weapons,
found they were unable to deal with this new threat.
On the 26th of March Brigadier Wingate gave the order for the remaining 2,200 men in his
command to withdraw, the soldiers were exhausted and short of fresh water supplies. Air supply
had become difficult and nothing more could be achieved, for five weeks the Chindits had moved
around behind enemy lines proving they could fight as well as the Japanese. The columns had
moved about 300 miles into enemy territory and taken on vastly superior numbers of Japanese
troops, causing chaos and destroying enemy supply lines. The mission was hailed a success even
though the losses were high with only 2,000 men from the original 3,200 men eventually returning
to India, around 600 of those men were so ill they never fought again.
The 120 men of Number two column of the Southern Group under the command of Major Bernard
Ferguson headed back towards India by marching north into Burma and then doubling back towards
the Indian border. This column tried to cross the Shweli River with the aid of Burmese boatmen, but
the boatmen only took them to a sandbar in the middle of the river, with a remaining 80yards of
water to the far bank.
Some of the men tried to wade across but were swept away, crying for help in the darkness, others
lost their nerve at this and decided to stay on the embankment, the remained crossed the river with
one hour remaining until daylight. The column was now forced to split up into smaller groups of
men and try to reach safety; the smaller groups were told to ask friendly Kachin villagers on route
for help and assistance.
On the 3rd of April 1943 a group of Chindits from this column, consisting of seventy men entered a
small Kachin village called Zibyugin, to try and buy food. As the patrol was negotiating with the
villagers a large Japanese patrol was seen approaching and the Chindits in no condition to fight,
were forced to leave the village to hide near by.
At dawn the next day Lieutenant Duncan Menzies volunteered to take a four-man patrol back into
the village to see if the Japanese patrol had left. As they entered the village they were ambushed and
Menzies and one British private (Private Gilmartin) were captured (the other three soldiers were
killed). The Japanese sentries then took the two captive British soldiers to a small clearing and tied
them to some wooden posts.
A short while later the remaining Chindits met the 2nd Burma Rifles approaching the village and
quickly launched a frontal attack, clearing away the enemy patrol. Lt Duncan Menzies and Private
Gilmartin were found tied to the posts with strong rope, their heads and beards had been shaved and
they were dressed in Japanese uniforms. Private Gilmartin was already dead; Duncan Menzies was
dying, he had been used for bayonet practice by the Japanese and then shot in the stomach
In spite of the great pain from his wounds Lieutenant Menzies gave information on the size strength
and direction of the Japanese patrol. He then, knowing that he was dying gave the Burma Rifles
Commanding Officer Lt-Colonel Wheeler his watch to be passed on to his parents. As Lieutenant
Menzies injury was so severe he could not be taken by the Chindits. He begged Colonel Wheeler to
give him an overdose of morphia and leave him behind.

As Lt-Colonel Wheeler gave Duncan Menzies the overdose of morphia to end his suffering he
turned away to join his men and at that instant, was shot in the head by a Japanese sniper.
Lieutenant Duncan Menzies and his close friend Lieutenant Colonel Wheeler were both buried
close to the Kachin village where they were killed. Their bodies were not found after the fighting in
Burma was over.
SCOTTISH
NATIONAL
WAR
MEMORIAL
EDINBURGH
CASTLE
Menzies Duncan C. Military Cross.182309. Lieutenant. (b) Australia. Killed in action Burma on the
4-4-43. 2nd Battalion Black Watch.
COMONWEALTH
WAR
GRAVES
COMMISSION
Menzies Lieutenant Duncan Campbell 182309. Military Cross. The Black Watch (Royal Highland
Regiment)) attached to the 13th Battalion Kings Regiment (Liverpool). 4th April 1943. Age 24. Son
of Duncan and Joan Menzies from Adelaide South Australia. The Rhodes Scholar for South
Australia in 1939. Face 4.
Lieutenant Duncan Cameron Menzies 182309. Military Cross 2nd Battalion Black Watch attached
to the 77th Indian Brigade (Chindits) has no known grave and is remembered on the RANGOON
MEMORIAL TO THE MISSING, MYANMAR (BURMA).
Rangoon Memorial is located in Taukkyan War Cemetery 35 kilometres outside the city of Yangon
(formerly Rangoon) Burma. The cemetery contains the graves of 6000 men killed in action in
Burma; the graves were collected from all over the Burmese countryside once the war was over.
The Rangoon Memorial records the names of 27,000 men from many Armies who gave their lives
during World War Two in Burma and who have no known grave. Inscribed on the memorial in
English, Burmese, Hindi, Urdu and Gurmukhi are the words “they died for all free men.”
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NUTTALL, Isaac, Labr., Chapel Lane, Longton,

October 1939 Electoral Register – Fylde Parliamentary Division – Fylde South Electoral Division
Penwortham Electoral District – Longton West Ward – LRO Ref:- EL 5 / 2 / 5
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Voter No. 960
Voter No. 961

Norman NUTTALL, Roomfield House, Longton
Clara NUTTALL, Roomfield House, Longton
(No relationship to Fred NUTTALL traced)

Voter No. 962
Voter No. 963

Isaac NUTTALL, Chapel Lane, Longton
Ada NUTTALL, Chapel Lane, Longton
(Isaac & Ada listed on CWGC memorial as Fred’s
parents)

January 1940 Electoral Register – Fylde Parliamentary Division – Fylde South Electoral Division
Penwortham Electoral District – Longton West Ward – LRO Ref:- EL 6 / 1 / 5
Voter No. 953
Voter No. 954

NUTTALL, Ada,
NUTTALL, Isaac,

Chapel Lane, Longton
Chapel Lane, Longton

January 1945 Electoral Register – Fylde Parliamentary Division – Fylde South Electoral Division
Penwortham Electoral District – Longton West Ward – LRO Ref:- EL 6 / 2 / 5
Voter No. 959
Voter No. 960

NUTTALL, Ada,
NUTTALL, Isaac

Chapel Lane, Longton
Chapel Lane, Longton
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The family home of Isaac and Ada Nuttall,
and their only surviving child, Fred.

The King’s Regiment

In December 1941 Japan declared war with Britain and the United Sates of America. Japan had
already been at war with China since 1931 and had forces positioned in the far east ready to attack.
Lightning strikes were made against such targets as Pearl Harbour, Hong Kong and Malaya. Soon
after the British suffered a humiliating defeat and retreat in Burma.
Wingate arrives in Burma
In January 1942, when the Japanese invaded Burma, the British War Office offered the services of
Lieutenant-Colonel Orde Wingate, DSO, to General Wavell, Commander-in-Chief India. It was
thought that there would be a role for Wingate in Burma with his proven guerrilla expertise having
previously carried out guerrilla operations in Palestine and Abyssinia with great success.
When Wingate arrived in March 42 he was tasked with organising guerrilla operations in Burma.
Wingate then began his investigations and this was when he met Major Michael Calvert, who later
became one of the most successful Chindit commanders. Together they carried out a reconnaissance
of the terrain of north Burma.
Long Range Penetration Theory
Wingate then put forward his theory that formations of troops supplied from the air could operate
for long periods in the jungle. The troops would be organised into columns, each large enough to
inflict a heavy blow to the enemy but small enough evade action if outnumbered. The columns
would march into enemy territory to disrupt the Japanese army’s communications and supply lines
and to create havoc behind its lines.
Wingate called this Long Range Penetration.
77th Indian Infantry Brigade (Chindits)
The Long Range Penetration theory was approved and Wingate’s experimental force was formed
and became 77th Indian Infantry Brigade.
The brigade was made up of
13th Bn The King’s (Liverpool) Regiment
3/2nd Gurkha Rifles
142 Commando Company
2nd Burma Rifles
Eight RAF sections
Brigade Signal Section from The Royal Corp of Signals
A mule transport company.
The brigade now had to prepare themselves for two enemies, the jungle and the Japanese. Wingate
did this by training them in the jungles of central India, at Saugor near Jhansi, ready for column and
bivouac life, jungle warfare, river crossings and the care and handling of mules.
The mules were vital to the Chindit operation as they carried the heavy weapons, ammunition,
radios and medical supplies. The airdrop of supplies to the Chindits would also include fodder for
the mules.

It was during this training period that Wingate chose the name Chindits for the force. It was a
mispronunciation of the Burmese word Chinthe (a mythical creature that stands guard outside
Burmese pagodas).
Operation Longcloth
The original plan was that the Long Range Penetration group would be part of an offensive into
north Burma but this offensive was cancelled. Wingate then proposed that the Long Range
Penetration operation should still proceed, but now alone, to test the theory and gain vital
experience of such jungle operations, and to test the Japanese and disrupt their planned offensives.
General Wavell agreed to this and the Chindits were ordered into Burma. The campaign was given
the code name Operation Longcloth
Column Organisation
Wingate organised his force into two groups.
1. Northern Group, consisting of columns 3,4,5,7,8 and Brigade HQ, totalling 2,000 men and 850
mules.
2. Southern Group, consisting of columns 1,2 and group HQ, totalling 1,000 men and 250 mules.
(no. 6 column was broken up to replace casualties during training)
Attached to each column was a RAF section.
A rear HQ remained behind to organise the air supplies for the columns.
Each column was typically composed of –
About 400 men built around an infantry company
plus:
Reconnaissance platoon of the Burma Rifles
Two mortars and two Vickers machine guns
Mule transport platoon (about 120 mules)
RAF liaison officer and radio operators to direct air supplies
A doctor
Radio detachment to provide communications between columns.
Each column would march independently and be supplied by air. Where necessary columns would
concentrate to achieve specific tasks.
Wingate’s aim of this column organisation was to achieve mobility and security. Without having to
rely on road-based transport and land based communications lines, a column could go anywhere it
wishes. Mobile units would then make it difficult for the Japanese to find them thereby providing
security.
Air Supplies
Air supply was provided by a detachment from 31 Squadron RAF and operated from Agartala in
eastern Bengal. It varied in size during the expedition but seldom exceeded three Hudson and three
DC3 aircrafts. Fighter escorts were provided when the range permitted but were not available when
emergency drops had to be made at short notice. No aircraft was lost during the operation. The
Chindits selected the drop zones when and where required. Initially it was thought that airdrops
would only succeed in open clearings but by chance an emergency airdrop had to be made in jungle

terrain, this proved successful and this method was to be used again. Even though the airdrops
themselves were successful, the difficulty of the operation meant that on average each man only
received half of the rations they required.
Into Burma
On the 8th February 1943 the Chindits commenced that advance into Burma from Imphal.
Initially the columns met no opposition but soon some of the units were sighted by the Japanese,
who initially believed them to be small groups gathering intelligence. Not until there had been a
number of engagements with Japanese outposts and patrols and the demolition of railway bridges
did the Japanese realise the force was of brigade strength The Chindits were beginning to hurt the
enemy. The Japanese had been caught by surprise and were confused, not knowing the intention of
the Chindits or how they were supplied. Three regiments, each of three battalions, were sent to the
area to locate and destroy the invaders. The Chindits were now being hunted.
The Japanese were not aware that the Chindits were being supplied by air and sent troops west of
sightings of the Chindits hoping to cut their land supply routes. On 13th March an airdrop attempt
was interrupted and aborted as the column awaiting the supplies encountered a Japanese position
near the drop zone. The Japanese now realised that the Chindits were being supplied by air and the
troops searching for the supply lines were brought back to intensify the hunt for the Chindits.
By now the Chindits were deep in enemy territory. Withdrawal would be hazardous as the return
route to India required crossing two major rivers, which would now be guarded by the Japanese.
Despite this the Chindits continued their advance east attacking targets as they went.
Withdrawal
On 24th March Wingate was ordered to withdraw. By then the Chindits had advanced so far that
they were at the extreme range for their air supplies and airdrops was becoming difficult. They also
found themselves in an area short of water supplies, heavily patrolled by the Japanese and were
beginning to suffer from exhaustion. The Japanese had now committed a large force in an attempt
to surround and capture the Chindits.
Wingate gave the order to return. Non-essential equipment was dumped and mules no longer
required were turned loose. By now the Chindits were tired and short of food, many were exhausted
or sick, and faced a dangerous journey home pursued by the Japanese. Many were ambushed and
captured by the waiting enemy.
One column continued to China, another built an airstrip in jungle clearings and evacuated the sick
and wounded by air, the rest returned by re-crossing the Irrawaddy and Chindwin rivers either as a
column or split into smaller dispersal groups to avoid the Japanese net. One column received a
supply drop of rubber dinghies and lifebelts to assist with a river crossing. Some of the columns had
now lost their radio equipment and were unable to call for supply but some of these units were
fortunately located by reconnaissance aircrafts and received supplies as a result.
Of the 3,000 officers and men that went into Burma only 2,182 came back four months later
having covered between 1,000 and 1,500 miles deep in enemy held territory. They were in poor
condition, suffering from tropical diseases and malnutrition but in high spirits and proud of their
achievements. Of those that returned only about 600 were passed fit for further active service.
Achievements
The Chindits had entered north Burma, caused damaged to railway, inflicted casualties to the
enemy and returned. They had shown that it was possible to infiltrate and operate in difficult jungle
terrain deep in enemy held territory.

Purnell’s History of the Second World War, 1966
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to a summary list on a new page. From this summary page you will be able to review all your
search results and you will find links to printable application forms which can be used to order the
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Register
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DEARNLEY Annie
Preston,
St John

Registers
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Reference

NUTTALL

William

Preston

229/32/249

Total records matching : 1.
No matching records were found for NUTTALL in the following years:
1866, 1867, 1868, 1869, 1870, 1871, 1873, 1874, 1875, 1876, 1877, 1878, 1879, 1880, 1881, 1882,
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Where the first surname is a web link followed by an asterisk (*), it signifies that there are
alternative entries in the database for this reference number. Click on the surname to display the full
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Many other counties have their BMD indexes on-line. If you can't find the entry in this area,
perhaps you could try a neighbouring area. See the Local BMD section of
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page. From the summary page you will be able to review all your search choices and print off
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Lancashire Birth indexes for the years: 1874
Surname

Forename(s) Sub-District Registers
At

NUTTALL

Gilbert

Preston

Preston

Mother's
Maiden
Name
DEARNLEY

Reference

PRES/219/62

PRES/231/10

NUTTALL

John

Lancashire Birth indexes for the years: 1876
Preston
Preston
DEARNLEY

NUTTALL

Elizabeth

Lancashire Birth indexes for the years: 1884
St Peters
Preston
DEARNLEY

ST.P/20/17

NUTTALL

Ephraim
Isreal

Lancashire Birth indexes for the years: 1887
St Peters
Preston
DEARNLEY

ST.P/27/73

NUTTALL

Isaac

Lancashire Birth indexes for the years: 1891
St Peters
Preston
DEARNELY

ST.P/41/22

Total records matching : 5 .
No matching records were found for NUTTALL in the following years:
1871, 1872, 1873, 1875, 1877, 1878, 1879, 1880, 1881, 1882, 1883, 1885, 1886, 1888, 1889, 1890,
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Many other counties have their BMD indexes on-line. If you can't find the entry in this area,
perhaps you could try a neighbouring area. See the Local BMD section of
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Click on the appropriate reference number in the tables above to add your choice to your summary
page. From the summary page you will be able to review all your search choices and print off
application forms to order copy certificates.
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address will be found near the bottom of the application form.
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Lancashire Marriage indexes for the years: 1915
Surname

Forename(s) Surname

NUTTALL

Isaac

FORSHAW

Forename(s) Church /
Register
Office
Ada
Preston,
St Stephen
(includes
Chapel of
Christ the
King)

Registers
At
Preston

Reference

236/1/199

Total records matching : 1.
No matching records were found for Isaac NUTTALL in the following years:
1916, 1917, 1918, 1919, 1920, 1921, 1922, 1923, 1924, 1925
If you haven't found the Isaac NUTTALL that you're looking for, it may be that the indexes for
your area of interest have not been transcribed yet. See our coverage page for more information.
Where the first surname is a web link followed by an asterisk (*), it signifies that there are
alternative entries in the database for this reference number. Click on the surname to display the full
list of alternatives and an explanation of why this occurs.
Many other counties have their BMD indexes on-line. If you can't find the entry in this area,
perhaps you could try a neighbouring area. See the Local BMD section of Information regarding
the purchase of certificates can be found in the

Marriages Information page.
Click on the appropriate reference number in the tables above to add your choice to your summary
page. From the summary page you will be able to review all your search choices and print off
application forms to order copy certificates.
NOTE: Each Region's Register Office has a different address. Please be sure to send your
application to the correct office, otherwise your application may be rejected. The appropriate
address will be found near the bottom of the application form.
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Results Summary Page
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In the results below, the reference number will be a link. Clicking on this link will add your choice
to a summary list on a new page. From this summary page you will be able to review all your
search results and you will find links to printable application forms which can be used to order the
certificate for the index entry. Full details of the charges and the Register Office address can be
found on the form.
Lancashire Birth indexes for the years: 1917
Surname

Forename(s) Sub-District Registers
At

NUTTALL

Marion

West Preston Preston

Mother's
Maiden
Name
FORSHAW

Reference

WP/23/19

Lancashire Birth indexes for the years: 1920
Surname

Forename(s) Sub-District Registers
At

NUTTALL

Fred

West Preston Preston

Mother's
Maiden
Name
FORSHAW

Reference

WP/27/48

Total records matching : 2 .
No matching records were found for NUTTALL in the following years:
1915, 1916, 1918, 1919, 1921, 1922, 1923, 1924, 1925, 1926, 1927, 1928, 1929, 1930, 1931, 1932,
1933, 1934, 1935, 1936, 1937, 1938, 1939, 1940
If you haven't found the NUTTALL that you're looking for, it may be that the indexes for your area
of interest have not been transcribed yet. See our coverage page for more information. Many other
counties have their BMD indexes on-line. If you can't find the entry in this area, perhaps you could
try a neighbouring area. See the Local BMD section of

Information regarding the purchase of certificates can be found in the Birth Information page.
Click on the appropriate reference number in the tables above to add your choice to your summary
page. From the summary page you will be able to review all your search choices and print off
application forms to order copy certificates.
NOTE: Each Region's Register Office has a different address. Please be sure to send your
application to the correct office, otherwise your application may be rejected. The appropriate
address will be found near the bottom of the application form.
© 2008
Home

Results Summary Page

Back

In the results below, the reference number will be a link. Clicking on this link will add your choice
to a summary list on a new page. From this summary page you will be able to review all your
search results and you will find links to printable application forms which can be used to order the
certificate for the index entry. Full details of the charges and the Register Office address can be
found on the form.
Lancashire Death indexes for the years: 1917
Surname
NUTTALL

Forename(s)
Marion

Age
0

Sub-District
West Preston

Registers At
Preston

Reference
WP/14/75

Total records matching : 1.
No matching records were found for Marion NUTTALL in the following years:
1915, 1916, 1918, 1919, 1920, 1921, 1922, 1923, 1924, 1925, 1926, 1927, 1928, 1929, 1930, 1931,
1932, 1933, 1934, 1935, 1936, 1937, 1938, 1939, 1940, 1941, 1942, 1943, 1944, 1945, 1946, 1947,
1948, 1949, 1950, 1951, 1952, 1953, 1954, 1955, 1956, 1957, 1958, 1959, 1960, 1961, 1962, 1963,
1964, 1965, 1966, 1967, 1968, 1969, 1970, 1971, 1972, 1973, 1974, 1975
If you haven't found the Marion NUTTALL that you're looking for, it may be that the indexes for
your area of interest have not been transcribed yet. See our coverage page for more information.
Many other counties have their BMD indexes on-line. If you can't find the entry in this area,
perhaps you could try a neighbouring area. See the Local BMD section of

Information regarding the purchase of certificates can be found in the Deaths Information page.
Click on the appropriate reference number in the tables above to add your choice to a summary
page. From the summary page you will be able to review all your search choices and print off
application forms to order copy certificates.
NOTE: Each Region's Register Office has a different address. Please be sure to send your
application to the correct office, otherwise your application may be rejected. The appropriate
address will be found near the bottom of the application form.
© 2008
Home

Results Summary Page

Back

In the results below, the reference number will be a link. Clicking on this link will add your choice
to a summary list on a new page. From this summary page you will be able to review all your
search results and you will find links to printable application forms which can be used to order the
certificate for the index entry. Full details of the charges and the Register Office address can be
found on the form.
Lancashire Death indexes for the years: 1953
Surname
NUTTALL

Forename(s)
Isaac

Age
61

Sub-District
Preston North East

Registers At
Preston

Reference
PNE/3C/39

Total records matching : 1.
No matching records were found for Isaac NUTTALL in the following years:
1941, 1942, 1943, 1944, 1945, 1946, 1947, 1948, 1949, 1950, 1951, 1952, 1954, 1955, 1956, 1957,
1958, 1959, 1960, 1961, 1962, 1963, 1964, 1965, 1966, 1967, 1968, 1969, 1970, 1971, 1972, 1973,
1974, 1975
If you haven't found the Isaac NUTTALL that you're looking for, it may be that the indexes for
your area of interest have not been transcribed yet. See our coverage page for more information.
Many other counties have their BMD indexes on-line. If you can't find the entry in this area,
perhaps you could try a neighbouring area. See the Local BMD section of

Information regarding the purchase of certificates can be found in the Deaths Information page.
Click on the appropriate reference number in the tables above to add your choice to a summary
page. From the summary page you will be able to review all your search choices and print off
application forms to order copy certificates.
NOTE: Each Region's Register Office has a different address. Please be sure to send your
application to the correct office, otherwise your application may be rejected. The appropriate
address will be found near the bottom of the application form.
© 2008
Home

Results Summary Page

Back

1901 Census – RG 13 / 3949 Page 26
at 45 Senior Street, Preston – showing the Nuttall family,
Isaac being Fred’s future father.

Topic Summary

Re: Chindits 1943

http://thekingsregiment.proboards.com

Posted by Stewart Mac on Jun 14, 2010, 12:57am
First post so don't necessarily know what I'm doing, or where I should put this request. Retired
some years ago and at request of local vicar, have been researching local war memorials to build up
a biography of all 20th century casualties.
One, L/Cpl Fred Nuttall, 3779372, k.i.a. 01 May 1943, aged 22, presumably on operation
Longcloth, remembered on Rangoon Memorial.
Have tried National Archives for War Diary of 13th Kings without success. Any pointers please
where I may find any details of how Kingsman Nuttall met his demise. Aware that many men just
lost in jungle, but clutching at straws that an entry may be somewhere in a Diary.
Family lived locally, just south of Preston, Lancs, but have now died out, with no known relatives.
Any help gratefully accepted.
Stewart Mac
Posted by stevefogden on Jun 20, 2010, 10:34am
Hi Stewart,
I have been meaning to join this forum for a good while now, but you post has finally got me to
join. My name is Steve Fogden and I have been researching the 1943 Chindits for about 3 years.
You may have seen my contribution to this website in the form of the 13th Kings Roll of Honour?
I have seen the War diaries for the 13th Kings at the National Archives and can tell you that Fred is
not mentioned by name in the 8th column pages. However, his date of death falls right in the middle
of the units last major engagement in their exit form Burma. This was known as the Kaukkwe
Chaung action. Basically the unit was caught out trying to cross a fast flowing river and a long and
serous fire fight took place.
There are are some good books available about the 13th Kings in Burma and of course the War
diaries from 1942/43. I can send you some more detail, but I will wait until you have replied to this
post first.
Best wishes. Steve.
Posted by stewart on Yesterday at 11:03pm
Thanks Steve, grateful for anything you have. I was not aware even what column Fred would have
been on as I have no family to turn too. I have acquired the Kings history by Burke-Gaffney in the
meantime and am browsing through that now. If you have anything to send you can use my e.mail
at big.makkATvirginDOTnet replacing the obvious, or I'll post my address if it's easier.
Many thanks
Stewart
Posted by stevefogden on Today (27 June 2010) at 12:09pm
Hi Stewart,
Glad you got back. I will be in contact very soon.
Cheers. Steve.

From: Stephen Fogden
To: big.makk@virgin.net
Sent: Sunday, June 27, 2010 1:31 PM
Subject: Fred Nuttall
Hi Stewart,
Glad to be in contact with you. I have spent a lot of time researching these men and their exploits.
My Grandfather was a mystery man to us all over the years. My Nan just knew he had been a POW
to the Japanese and died in their hands in June 1943. We did not know where or how?
I was lucky to find the casualty lists for the 13th King's last year and this opened up the whole
mystery. That is how I know the Fred was in column 8.
I have attached to this email pages from the 8th column War diary for the time directly before and
after his date of death. As I said on the Kingo forum he was almost certainly killed during or died
after the Kaukkwe Chaung action. 8th column had taken a long route back to India and had been
re-fitted with weapons and kit by Dakota supply drop. A couple of days later they were engaged at
the Kaukkwe Chaung, this was their last real action before they dispersed into smaller groups and
made their way out to India.
Fred is not mentioned by name on any document that I have seen, or in any book that I have read.
But this is normal for the lower ranked soldiers on this operation. I have also attached the casualty
list page for part of column 8 with Fred's entry on it.
Books that would give you a good idea of what column 8 went through are:
'With Wingate in Burma' by David Halley.
'Wingate's Lost Brigade' by Phil Chinnery, this is a very recent update on
the 13th Kings and supersedes his previous book 'March or Die'.
The references for the 13th King's War dairies held at the National Archives are:
1942= WO172/866
1943= WO172/2516
8 Column diary= WO172/2519
Burke-Gaffney as you will see has a Roll of Honour at the back which will include Fred and my
Grandad, Arthur Leslie Howney. If you Google my name or Grandad's name you will find some of
the areas where I have been in my Chindit journey.
Sorry this email has become a bit long. Can I ask you a favour? If you find out any new info on
Fred during your research, would you be so kind as to let me know. I have a 'Longcloth' database
going and am always looking for new material. Even a photograph of his local memorial inscription
would be most welcome.
Please do get back to me if you need further assistance or explanation.
Best wishes.
Steve Fogden.

Extracts from the war diary
and casualty list of the
13th Battalion, Kings (L’pool)
Regiment.
L/Cpl Nuttall is highlighted.

National Archives WO172/2519

From: stewart.mcloughlin
To: Stephen Fogden
Sent: Monday, June 28, 2010 10:38 AM
Subject: Kings
Good Morning Steve
Many thanks for your informative reply. Have surely leaned a lot in such a short space of time, but
I still feel there is something out there that will lead me to that little more. Always hoping.
As I said in my intro, I have yet to trace a member of the family that would turn up those personal
pieces of information that would lead us to what kind of man he was. I only know that he went to
the local grammar school, but can't find out his interest and traits, nor a photo of him which is
something I always try to find for our casualties.
I've found his family tree going back to 1872 but he was an only child as such, as his elder sister
died as an infant, and there was no one after him. I continue to try via cousins, but as yet
unsuccessful. Found his dad's death but not yet his mum's. Perhaps that will lead us down the
correct path. Certainly hope so.
Shall sent off for the two books you have mentioned to build up the story of the Chindits for those
that will read our story of Fred so that he is truly not forgotten. I'm finding it difficult after the
elapsed sixty years to find someone who knew him, so feel I must find out as much as I can about
him before the possibility is gone forever.
How did you know he was in column 8? Is there some kind of personnel list where he is shown?
Many thanks for your time and interest.
Stewart

From: Stephen Fogden
To: stewart.mcloughlin
Sent: Monday, June 28, 2010 6:24 PM
Subject: Fred Nuttall
Hi Stewart,
Sounds like you have done a fair bit of digging there. I have not really traced the 13th King's back
in that way, although I have made contact with several families over the last two or three years.
I found the casualty lists for the 13th King's soldiers in the War Diary for 1943. I had looked in this
document in 2007 but there were no such lists present then. I was helping out another family last
year and took out the diary again, low and behold there were the 7 pages of casualties?? The lists
are arranged in column sequence that being: Brigade HQ, then column 5, then 7 and finally 8. Page
6 which I sent you is the second full page of column 8 casualties. So all the men listed there with
Fred are column 8. I hope that makes sense?

I may be able to get you a photograph of his name on the Rangoon Memorial, but It will take a little
while to arrange.
As I said, any info you get about Fred would be of great interest to me and my research. Can you
tell me the name of the Grammar School that he attended?
Look forward to hearing from you.
Steve.

